Von Recklinghausen's neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a common genetic disease that affects 1 in 3000 individuals worldwide. Individuals born with a germ-line mutation in the NF1 gene are susceptible to many pathological conditions, including intellectual deficits, abnormal bone development, and hypertension (Cichowski and Jacks 2001; . However, these abnormalities are of variable penetrance. In contrast, tumor development is a frequent hallmark of NF1. Virtually all NF1 patients develop benign tumors of the peripheral nerves called neurofibromas. Individuals with plexiform neurofibromas, involving large segments of peripheral nerve, are at high risk to develop malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs), an incurable form of cancer. NF1 patients also have increased susceptibility to develop astrocytomas. Although estimates vary, as many as 25% of NF1 patients have optic nerve astrocytomas (pilocytic astrocytomas), and the incidence of glioblastoma among NF1 patients is greater than fivefold that of the population at large (Zhu et al. 2005) . Thus, NF1 is a classic tumor suppressor locus (Zhu and Parada 2002) .
The gene encoding NF1 was cloned independently by two groups in 1990 (Ballester et al. 1990; Xu et al. 1990b ). The sequence revealed a large protein of 2900+ amino acids that contains a domain highly homologous to yeast Ira sequences which have rasGTPase-enhancing activity (Viskochil 1999) . Subsequent studies from many groups have demonstrated that the NF1 protein, neurofibromin, is indeed a functional rasGAP protein (Xu et al. 1990a; Bollag and McCormick 1991) . A close NF1 homolog in Drosophila has been reported to have predominant activity in cAMP-dependent pathway activation, although these results remain controversial (Guo et al. 1997; The et al. 1997) . In summary, the majority of current information supports the idea that NF1 pathology can be attributed to deregulation of the ras pathway in a variety of cellular contexts (Klesse and Parada 1998; Zhu et al. 2002; Le et al. 2004) .
In the course of the past decade, we have sought to model NF1 disease in the mouse. Initial studies employed classic gene knockout technology, and resultant NF1 null mice were developed. Several important insights were obtained using these mice, despite the fact that they perish embryonically at about E13.0 of development (Brannan et al. 1994; Jacks et al. 1994; ).
The observation that NF1 heterozygous mice did not develop the frequent tumor types seen in patients was initially confounding. Aged NF1 heterozygotes did show susceptibility to pheochromocytomas, a rare tumor in NF1 but nonetheless more frequent than non-NF1-associated tumors (Jacks et al. 1994) . Whereas in NF1 patients MPNSTs only arise in the context of neurofibromas, studies of these malignant tumors have demonstrated the existence of additional mutations, particularly in the p53 and Arf tumor suppressors. To test whether addition of such mutations would enhance tumor susceptibility, we, and T. Jacks independently, generated mice that were doubly heterozygous for both NF1 and p53 in the germ line. These mutations were carried in cis, since the tumor suppressors are linked both in mouse and in humans. The outcome was one of fully penetrant development of MPNSTs (Cichowski et al. 1999; Vogel et al. 1999) . Histopathological and molecular analysis demonstrated remarkable similarity to human MPNST samples from NF1 patients. These data provide a proof of principle that NF1 could be modeled in mice. The appearance of MPNSTs directly in these mice was always associated with loss of the functional copies of both the NF1 and p53 genes.
We reasoned that one possibility to explain the absence of neurofibromas in NF1 heterozygous mice was essentially a reduced window of opportunity. In humans, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of the NF1 locus presumably occurs stochastically, in the tumor target population during embryonic development. In mice, the considerably reduced time of gestation and relatively smaller number of neural-crest-derived precursors could simply undermine the likelihood of an effective LOH event in the appropriate cell to induce tumor formation. To develop more precise mouse models for NF1-associated tumorigenicity, we turned to Cre/loxP technology that permits more se-
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Therapeutic Intervention lective spatial and temporal ablation of NF1 function. LoxP sites were introduced into the NF1 locus to flank exons 32-34, thereby mimicking the original null mutation. The flox allele of NF1 is equivalent to the wild-type allele as determined by crossing to a null allele to create a flox/-genetic configuration. In addition, exposure of the floxed allele to cre recombinase, either via adenovirus exposure of primary cultures or through matings with tissue-specific promoter-driven cre transgenic mouse lines, demonstrated the recombinogenic capacity of the locus .
NF1 AND NEUROFIBROMAS
A predominant feature of NF1 pathology is the appearance of neurofibromas. These tumors are otherwise rare and are always associated with peripheral nerves and contain abnormal Schwann cells, fibroblasts, perineural sheath cells, and mast cells Zhu et al. 2002) . Several studies provided evidence that the target cell of tumor initiation in neurofibromas belongs to the Schwann cell lineage (Rutkowski et al. 2000; Muir et al. 2001; Perry et al. 2001 ). Using our conditional NF1 knockout mouse strain, we demonstrated that in mice, Schwann cell lineage-specific ablation of NF1 is necessary but not sufficient for generation of tumors resembling plexiform neurofibromas (Zhu et al. 2002) . The genetic data demonstrated that tumors only arose when all somatic cells were heterozygous at the NF1 locus (NF1 +/-). In the case in which mice were configured to be nullizygous for NF1 in the Schwann cell lineage but wild type (NF1 flox/flox ) throughout all other somatic tissues, they showed evidence of microscopic hyperplasia in sensory ganglia but no tumor development. In the course of these studies, we noted the remarkable infiltration of mast cells into sensory ganglia months prior to tumor formation. Thus, the NF1 fox/-; Krox20-cre mice (containing NF1 -/-Schwann cells and NF1 +/-mast cells) had mast cell infiltration and developed tumors, whereas the NF1 fox/flox ; Krox20-cre mice (containing NF1 -/-Schwann cells and NF1 +/+ mast cells) did not exhibit mast cell infiltration into sensory nerves and did not develop tumors. In culture studies, Clapp and colleagues have added considerable strength to this model with their elegant experiments showing that haploinsufficiency at NF1 increased mast cell proliferation, survival, and colony formation in response to Kit Ligand (KitL) (Ingram et al. 2000) . Additional recent work from these investigators demonstrated that NF1 -/-Schwann cells secreted KitL which stimulates mast cell migration, and NF1 +/-mast cells are hypermotile in response to KitL (Yang et al. 2003) . Thus, the current working hypothesis is that NF1 +/-mast cells contribute in a fundamental way to the formation of neurofibromas in vivo (Table 1 ). The interactions between NF1 null Schwann cells and NF1 heterozygous mast cells are very likely to play important roles during tumorigenesis.
To directly test this hypothesis, adoptive transfer of NF1 heterozygous bone marrow into irradiated NF1 fox/flox ; Krox20-cre mice (containing NF1 As described above, individuals with NF1 germ-line mutations are predisposed to the development of astrocytomas (Listernick and Gutmann 1999; Listernick et al. 1999 ). NF1-associated pilocytic astrocytomas are benign, but because of frequent localization to the optic nerve, can cause vision impairment and other neurological symptoms.
Functional activation of the ras pathway through upregulation of receptor tyrosine kinases such as PDGF and EGF receptors has been well documented in human astrocytoma (Kleihues and Cavenee 2000; Holland 2001; Maher et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2002) . In fact, because of the absence of effective conventional chemotherapeutic or radiotherapeutic treatments for astrocytoma, surgical intervention has been a common palliative therapy. Surgical specimens have yielded considerable molecular information concerning oncogenes, tumor suppressors, and cell cycle genes that are aberrant in these tumors. Among lowgrade tumors, p53 mutations and amplification of the PDGF receptors is a common feature. Anaplastic (Grade III) tumors exhibit up-regulation of cell cycle genes and loss of the Rb pathway. Finally, Grade IV tumors (GBM) exhibit loss of the Pten tumor suppressor and activation of angiogenic factors such as VEGF. Inspection of such data has led to the hypothesis that inactivation of p53 and activation of the ras pathway might be sufficient to engender astrocytoma in mouse models. Efforts to test this hypothesis by using ablation of NF1 as a surrogate of ras activation, together with p53 inactivation, have yielded evidence that this pathway is sufficient to cause tumor formation (Reilly et al. 2000 (Reilly et al. , 2004 Zhu et al. 2005) . Recent developments in the tumor initiation field of research point to the existence of "cancer stem cells" within tumors that likely represent the self-renewing capacity of the tumor (Singh et al. 2004 ). The characterization of cancer stem cells has drawn many parallels with typical organ stem cells. A critical question now becomes whether the stem cell niche is the source of the tumor initiation cell. The availability of transgenic mouse lines that reproducibly develop glioblastoma within a predictable time frame permits inspection of mice prior to tumor formation (Zhu et al. 2005) .
PERSPECTIVES
The ability to use genetically altered mice to model specific human cancers with molecular fidelity is apparently at hand. Sporadic cancer in humans is a complex process that requires a series of initiating and tumor progression events to occur in successive steps. Our studies using a genetic disease in which the NF1 tumor suppressor is by definition a critical tumor initiation gene greatly simplifies our task. Promising results in the modeling of neurofibromas, MPNSTs, and astrocytomas permit us to probe the tumor genome for critical progression events, be they genetic or epigenetic. In addition, these models that exhibit high penetrance will serve as ideal substrates for experimental therapeutics. It is reasonable to speculate that the lessons learned from studying NF1 mouse tumor models may have general applicability to sporadic cancer. As a negative regulator of the ras pathway, loss of NF1 is equivalent to limited ras activation. Ras activation is a common feature of human cancer. Finally, as attention focuses on the role of the microenvironment and inflammation in cancer, the unique interaction of loss of NF1 in the Schwann cell and the heterozygous mast cell should provide insight into the non-cell-autonomous mechanisms of cancer progression. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS L.F.P. is an American Cancer Society Professor and is funded by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke and the Department of Defense. The authors thank the members of the Parada lab for helpful discussions.
